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KUWAIT: Kuwait plays an apprecia-
ble role in keeping peace and secu-
rity in the region, said the newly-
appointed Chinese ambassador to
Kuwait Wang Di yesterday.
Reviewing Sino-Kuwaiti relations
over the years at a press conference
held here at the Chinese embassy,
the ambassador noted that Kuwait
was the first Gulf state to have
established diplomatic ties with
China.

He said China ranks as Kuwait’s
top exporter, and that Kuwait is a
major exporter of oil to China, not-
ing that Chinese companies are cur-

rently involved in 59 mostly infra-
structure projects in Kuwait valued
at $7.4 billion. He further said that
the Industrial and Commercial Bank
of China Limited has recently
opened a branch in Kuwait and the
giant Chinese telecom Huawei has a
sizable portion of the telecom mar-
ket in Kuwait.

Chinese students
In education, he said just a few

days ago seven Chinese students
arrived in Kuwait to study at Kuwait
University on scholarships offered
by the University, emphasizing that

the number of Kuwaiti students
studying in China has been on the
rise in recent years.

On another note, the ambassa-
dor expressed his country’s delight
at Kuwait’s amenability to the idea
of the revival of the old Silk Road
which will benefit both countries
economically. He said that next year
marks the passing of 45 years since
China and Kuwait established diplo-
matic ties, and that the embassy
here will hold a special celebration
of that event. The new ambassador
Wang Di started his post in Kuwait
last September. —KUNA

Kuwait contributes to regional
peace, security: Chinese envoy

KUWAIT: Chinese ambassador to
Kuwait Wang Di speaks during a
press conference yesterday. 
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KUWAIT: The fifth edition of Kuwait’s banknotes will be
withdrawn today and will no longer be used, while the
deadline to exchange them with the sixth edition ban-
knotes will be made by the end of the working hours at
the Central bank of Kuwait (CBK) of the same day.

The fifth edition was first introduced into markets on
April 3, 1994, with banknotes bearing the sentence ‘in
God we trust.’ The six categories of the edition including
quarter, half, one dinar, five, ten and twenty dinar bills,
all came with unique designs that are hard to be coun-
terfeited. Meanwhile, the sixth edition was introduced
into circulation by CBK on June 29, 2014, carrying
improved security features and using high quality
paper which permits an elegant yet secure design.

Kuwait flag is a main feature of the sixth edition
bills, in affirmation of the national identity. Each paper
shows the Kuwaiti desert and marine environment,
along with historic sites namely Failaka Island, the first
minted coin bearing the name of Kuwait and heritage
sites such as the old Kuwaiti gate and industrial poten-
tials and zones, including an oil tanker and a refinery.

The bills also bear other features, namely the
dhows, the pearl diving, along with landmark struc-
tures including Seif Palace, the National Assembly
building, Kuwait Towers, the Liberation Tower, the
Grand Mosque and the Central Bank of Kuwait head-
quarters.

First edition
On October 10th, 1960, an Amiri Decree was issued

declaring that the dinar will be the basic denomina-
tion of the Kuwaiti currency, and accordingly, the
Kuwaiti Monetary Council was set up, tasked with

releasing the national currency. In April of the same
year, the Kuwaiti dinar (first edition) was officially put
into circulation by 1961.

The first edition, consisting of only five bill cate-
gories without the KD 20 bill, was then withdrawn by
May 31st 1982, as the second edition, which was
issued on November 17, 1970 and the third issued in
1980 came into full circulation. On 27th January 1986,
CBK introduced the KD 20 dinar bill and announced
that it will come into circulation on February 9, 1986.

Following the 1990 Iraqi Invasion and the occupiers’
burglary of huge funds of the Kuwaiti banknotes
deposited at CBK, the legitimate Kuwaiti authorities
during the occupation declared the Kuwaiti money in
circulation was invalid, replacing the monetary units
with the fourth edition of the Kuwaiti bills in 1991.

Silver coins
From a historic perspective, banknotes and coins

have been in circulation in Kuwait since more than 200
years B C. This theory has been substantiated with dis-
covery of silver and copper coins, with engravings of
head of Alexander the Great, on Failaka island. Other
coins dating back to the times of the Seleucids
Kingdom have been discovered on the same island.

In later times, namely in 1753, when the Kuwaitis
settled in the country and chose Sheikh Sabah I as
their ruler, the natives sensed the need for coins for
trade dealings. The first was called ‘taweelat Al-Hasa,’
resembling hair clips. It was in circulation in Al-Ihsaa
for a long time before Kuwait was founded and later it
was brought in for trading till 1790 when the Austrian
Riyal became the trading currency.

Several other coins, such as the Persian currency,
the Ottoman Gold Lira and other little known ones,
named ‘Al-Sharkhi,’ ‘Abu Dbailah’ and ‘Al-Shahiah,’ had
been traded in Kuwait in the old times.

Indian Rupee
When the natives developed their businesses, sail-

ing to far countries such as India, and expanding the
craft of pearl-diving, the Indian Rupee became the
dominant currency. Kuwaitis were aware of the neces-
sity to issue a national currency of international stan-
dards. In 1959, the Indian Government said in an offi-
cial announcement that it was incurring heavy losses
due to exportation of huge volumes of the Indian
money to the Arabian Gulf countries. In an attempt to
tackle this problem, New Delhi issued a different series
of the currency for circulation in Kuwait and the Gulf.
This step had nudged the natives of Kuwait to issue a
national currency.

The sixth edition of Kuwaiti dinars was granted the
International Award for Best Banknote Issue by the
International Association of Currency Affairs (IACA),
during the Annual Currency Conference held in
Vancouver, Canada last May.

The banknotes were awarded due to their unique
design which is a mixture between traditional and
modern, as well as the security features they bear.
IACA also chose the bills because they included spe-
cial marks to allow the blind to identify each bill.
Moreover, the sixth edition was also awarded the
Regional Banknote of the Year award of Asia, in the
High Security Printing Conference in Manila, the
Philippines. —KUNA

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti oil analyst affirmed
yesterday improvements of the Asian
market, saying that demand in Asia for oil
has reached 31 million barrel per day
(bpd), 33 percent of the global demand,
noting that the demand for oil  will
increase, confirming at the same time
recovery of the market.

Analyst Mohammad Al-Shatti stressed
the importance of Asian markets to
Kuwait due to being a vital importer of
oil,  representing a large portion to
Kuwait ’s revenues whose budget
becomes affected by the fluctuating oil
prices, calling for considering the Asian
markets among the most significant ones
for the oil-producing countries as well as
monitoring any changes.

Al-Shatti mentioned that there are
many challenges facing oil producers,
including Kuwait, namely decline in
Asian demand and a slowdown in devel-
oping countries’ markets as well as their
sluggish averages and the expansion in
the use of other sources of energy. The
analyst added that current global
demand for oil stands at 94 million bpd,
and the Asian market oil demand repre-
sents 33 percent, 31 million bpd of which
was produced in 2015.

Al-Shatti said demand for oil in China
increased from 10.4 million bpd in 2013
to 11.3 million bpd in 2015, an increase
of 600,000 bpd, stressing that decrease in
demand could take place in 2016, a sheer
increase of 250,000 bpd. —KUNA

Asian oil demand reached 31m bpd

Fifth edition of banknotes no
longer in use starting today

A combination of photos showing the old (fifth edi-
tion) and new (sixth edition) one Kuwaiti dinar bill.


